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Fourty years of experience have ena-
bled Plastoform Blanca to become an
important manufacturer of acrylic win-

dows and other plastic elements for different
applications. Plastoform Blanca d.o.o. has
been operating as an independent company
within the Group Plastoform since 2009. The
annual production is about 200 thousand
windows for mobile homes and caravans,
which fully meet all European safety and
quality requirements. The company has its
own development section and the toolshop,
so the products can be designed internally,
according to customers' ideas. Plastoform
Blanca produces windows for the RTV indu-
stry, including roof windows and door win-
dows. Moreover, it produces also traditional
glazed interior and exterior lights, and gla-
zing for LED. It is a special acrylic sheet which
allows a very even dispersion of light. Sheets
are available in a variety of intense colors. 

Single Formed Windows
The single formed windows, have been the
first choice of manufacturers of caravans and
motorhomes for a long time and still drive
the trends in the leisure industry.They have
one pane formed, the other is straight. The
standard catalog includes six models of win-
dows: 
- AM02: with special construction of the
hinge that is hidden behind the acrylic, this
window has an unforgettable and distinctive
signature of quality made by Plastoform.
Numerous available dimensions enable
various combinations. 
- TM windows:  with aluminium hinge instal-
led on the top of the window so that it is visi-

ble. To make the appearance of
the hinge as nice as possible it is
usually matched with colors of
print or acrylic and it makes the
appearance of the whole win-
dow very strong. 
- VAN: windows produced for
vehicles with parabolic walls, so
that they fit them perfectly.
They can be  installed with the
same outer dimension on diffe-
rent wall openings. This enables
more room for manoeuvre
when designing the internal of
the vehicle.
- CM: windows with design rounded and
very eye-catching with specially hidden hinge
behind the acrylic so that the windows seem
very light and give a look unique and unfor-
gettable to the vehicle.
- DM: design of the windows appeals in tra-
pezium shape gives the vehicle distinctive
appearance. Different colours of acryl and
the silkscreen print pattern combination
determines the eye-catching look of your
caravan.
- RM 14 ECO: window with modern design
and lower cost. The look is attractive, design
is rounded, but the windows has only one
pane formed. It is distinguished by fairly flat
outer surface, sharp lines and small outer
radiuses. 

Double formed windows
To follow the guidelines and trends in the
field of caravan leisure industry, Plastoform
Blanca have expanded its offer with double
formed windows. They have inner and outer

pane of window formed, which enables the
appearance of a completely flat window. This
means that the window has minimal distan-
ce between outer pane and the wall of the
vehicle. Two models in the catalog:
- RM: one of so-called flat windows, win-
dows which fully fit to the caravan wall. The
speciality of the design is that both panes are
formed what gives the window very flush
appearance from the side. The distance from

the caravan wall and the window
is only app. 12mm.
- RM 14: premium collection
windows and the top of design
by Plastoform�s development.
Window is double formed, very
flush and it perfectly covers the
needs of new high standard
vehicles. The novelty on the win-
dow is a new hinge bar compo-
sition, aluminum profile with pla-
stic endings that cover the whole
upper line of the window. It gives
the window strong appearance,
ensures the stability and quality
of perfect hinge system and also

reduces weight of the whole window com-
position. 

Aluminium framed windows
Concerning the aluminium framed windows,
the product is called Eurovision. Smooth lines
give this product unsurpassable visual appea-
rance and different available dimensions ena-
ble creation of perfect design of the whole
vehicle. Double acrylic panes with accessories
complete the modern design of the window
and offer you a clear view on your surroun-
dings. EuroVision window is supplied in com-
bination with mosquito net and blind,
both fitted in aluminum
framework that
even empha-
sizes the
strength of
the whole
product.

Quality, first of all
The production of acrylic products is based on strict requirements for high quality

for both, used materials and finished products. All windows correspond to requi-
red standards for the purposes of glazing for leisure vehicles. Plastoform Blanca d.o.o.
has established, maintained and documented quality system in accordance with the
requirements of ISO 9001:2008 standard as a way to ensure the compliance of pro-
ducts with the agreed requirements. Windows that are manufactured for caravans,
motorhomes and other vehicles are approved and meet the requirements of the cer-
tificate E1. The approval authority Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt in Germany granting a certi-
ficate E1 approved the use of Plastoform Blanca products in the automotive industry. 
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